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Speaking is the productive skill. It could not be separated from listening. When
we speak we produce the text and it should be meaningful. In the nature of
communication, we can find the speaker, the listener, the message and the
feedback. Speaking could not be separated from pronunciation as it encourages
learners to learn the English sounds. Speaking is one of the language skills that
must be taught both a junior and senior high school based on the ministry of
national education’s policy. Storytelling technique is a technique that help
students’ Speaking skill in terms of enriching vocabularies, improving creativities,
improving pronunciations and organizing ideas. This research is aimed to answer
the questions whether storytelling technique improve the students’ skill in
speaking, and also to know students’ responses after learning speaking through
storytelling technique. Therefore, this thesis entitled “ Using Storytelling
Technique to Improve Speaking Ability at Insan Qur’ani Boarding School”.
To get the data, the writer conducted field research at Insan Qur’ani Boarding
School by applying three techniques, namely: experimental teaching (Pre-
experimental), test, and questionnaire. Purposive sampling is the technique that
the writer used in choosing the sample. The result of the research demonstrated
that the pre-test and post-test was analyzed by using statistic formula. According
to the results of the research, applying Storytelling technique in teaching speaking
could improve students skill. It was proven by the improvement of the mean score
which was shown higher (72.6 to 84). Moreover, based on the analysis of
questionnaires, most of the students gave positive response to storytelling
technique. Finally, it could be concluded that the use of storytelling technique
improved the students’ skill in speaking and their interest in speaking.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Tarigan (1990:3-4) defines that speaking is a language skill that is
developed in child life, which is produced by listening skill, and at that period
speaking skill is learned. So speaking skill more impact on student growth.
Speaking skill not only improve in pronunciation but also in vocabulary,
grammar, and listening skill.
Speaking is the productive skill. It could not be separated from listening.
When we speak we produce the text and it should be meaningful. In the nature of
communication, we can find the speaker, the listener, the message and the
feedback. Speaking could not be separated from pronunciation as it encourages
learners to learn the English sounds.
Harmer, as cited in Tarigan, (1990: 12) writes that when teaching
speaking, we can apply three major stages, those are:
1) Introducing new language
2) Practice
3) Communicative activity.
Speaking has been regarded as merely implementation and variation,
outside the domain of language and linguistic proper. Linguistic theory has mostly
2developed in abstraction from context of use and source of diversity. Therefore,
Clark and Clark as cited in Nunan, (1991: 23) said that speaking is fundamentally
an instrument act. Speakers talk in order to have some effect on their listener. It is
the result of teaching learning process. Students’ skill in conversation is core
aspect in teaching speaking, it becomes vitally aspect in language teaching
learning success if language function as a system for expressing meaning, as
Nunan (1991:39) states that the successful in speaking is measured through
someone ability to carry out a conversation in the language. We confess that there
are many proponent factors that influence teaching speaking success and there are
many obstacle factors why it is not running well.
In Indonesia, particularly in private school English has been learned since
elementary school such as SDIT Al Azhar Banda Aceh. Because English is not
our native language, so student are still difficult in learning English language. As
the writer experience during practical teaching at Granada senior high school, the
students are still unable use English language as their second laguages. There are
several factors students face during learning English language, especially in
speaking. They are still less confident, vocabularies, grammar and etc. Based on
the statement, English is taught to make student easily to learn English as their
second language. One of techniques that helps the students to master English,
especially in speaking skills is through story telling tehniques. Storytelling is
useful in multi cultural education, it can assist in creating classroom communities,
in improving students emotional health, enhancing children’s' grasp of our social
3and environmental responsibilities means with storytelling can increase children’s
cognitive.
As we know, stories have always played a significant role in children's
growth. Stories not only help in stimulating children's imagination and
understanding of the world, but also in developing children's language ability and
appreciating literature. According to Otto (1979:183) “telling measures
comprehension by asking the students to tell as much as the story as he or she can
recall. So the primary reason to recommend storytelling in teaching speaking is
that stories are motivating and immensely interesting, can best attract listeners and
promote communication. Actually the lively atmosphere and real life environment
created by stories encourages the students to talk and discuss with each other.
When telling and listening to a story, the learners will easily be plunged into the
plots and the scene and forget about themselves, which will, to a great degree,
relieve their nervousness. Storytelling helps EFL learners become more self-
confident to express themselves spontaneously and creatively.
Based on the explanation, the writer is currious to conduct the research to
minimize the problems above. Thus, the writer is interested to do research under
the title “Using Story Telling Technique to Improve Speaking ability” (A
Classroom Action Research on the second grade studens of Insan Qur’ani
Boarding School)
4B. Previous Study
There are many studies about the implementation of Story Telling
technique in teaching speaking. In this section the writer discussed briefly the
previous study of Story Telling Technique to give clear foundation and support to
the present study.
One of the previous studies has done by Siti Munawaroh (2012) she has
conducted the research entitle “Using Story telling to improve speaking skills of
the student of MTs AL-Ghozali Panjer”. The result clearly pointed out that the
students’ ability in speaking, especially in finding specific information was
categorized low. Thus, the study was proposed to answer the research questions:
can the speaking skills of the second year students of MTs Al-Ghozali Panjer in
academic year 2011/2012 be improved trough story telling technique ? The
classroom action research was carried out through implementing Story Telling
method in two planned cycles. The result of the post-test in each cycle obviously
showed that there was significant improvement concerning the subjects’ ability in
speaking ability especially in finding specific information genre. This result can
be seen from the progressing mean score of pretest (20,07%), post-test 1 (31,03%)
and post-test 2 (86,21%). To support this research, the researcher was
administering the questionnaire and it showed that the quantity of the subjects
who strongly agreed with the implementation of the technique. In addition, the
present classroom action research proves that Story Telling Technique can
improve students speaking ability at second grade of MTs Al-Ghozali Panjer in
academic year 2011/2012. furthermore, the subjects also responded positively the
5implementation of Story Telling Method. Therefore the writer interest to do the
rerearch by using Story Telling method in Insan Qur’ani Boarding School to
measure the ability of the student and improve they skill as well as possible. The
subject of this research is second grade student of senior high school at Insan
Qur’ani Boarding School.
C. Research Question
Based on the previous explanation, the writer focuses on two research
questions:
1. To what extend using storytelling can improve student speaking
ability?
2. To what are students perception about story telling techniques?
D. The Aims of Research Study
The aims of this study are:
1. To describe the process of teaching English language by using
storytelling method for the second year student of Insan Qur’ani
Boarding School.
2. how the student improve speaking ability trough story telling
tehniques.
6E. Hypothesis
Hypothesis is a specific testable prediction about what you expect to
happen in your study. This research is to answer such a question “is there any
significant difference between the students’ improvement in teaching speaking
through storytelling method?” To get the answer, the writer proposes Null
hypothesis (Ho) and Alternative hypothesis (Ha) as below:
a. Null hypothesis (Ho) that Storytelling strategies will be no effects in
improving students’ speaking ability.
b. Alternative hypothesis (Ha) that Storytelling strategies will be
effective in improving students’ speaking ability.
F. Research Benefits
The writer hopes that the result of this research will give some
contributions to English language teaching and learning, i.e.:
1. For students
This research is expected to improve students’ speaking ability through
applying Storytelling method.
2. For teacher
This study is expected to be useful for the teachers in teaching English
speaking to improve the students’ speaking ability.
73. For researcher
Through this study, the writer will able to extend his knowledge in
teaching speaking ability by using strorytelling method and know what
the problem faced by the student.
G. Terminology
There are some definitions or word used in this thesis which needs further
explanation in order to avoid readers’ confusion.
1. Storytelling
Storytelling is a flexible design research method with a
broad range of applications, associated processes and variations.
storytelling can become an effective method for design knowledge
transfer (Erickson, 1996). In this study, story telling was designed
as an activity that enables the students to understand the story and
able to tell the story with their own language development.
2. Speaking ability
William, S. (1983:5) defines speaking as development of
the relationship between speaker and listener. In addition speaking
determining which logical linguistic, psychological a physical rules
should be applied in a given communicate situation”. It means that
the main objective of speaking is for communication. In this
research, speaking ability as the main object of student ability in
using storytelling method.
8CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
A. The Concept Of Speaking Skill
Speaking is the important tools in human daily life, how the people interaction
to each other. According to Hornby (1995:826) speaking is making use of words in
an ordinary voice, offering words, knowing and being able to use a language
expressing one-self in words, and making speech. Therefore the writer infers that
speaking uses the word and produces the sound to express ourselves either ideas,
feeling, thought and needs orally in an ordinary voice. Furthermore, success in
communication often depends on speaking skill. Because the researcher graduated
from boarding school, therefore the researcher know that the student in boarding
school only focus on speaking without thinking the grammar, so that the writer
interest to do the research in boarding school of Insan Qur’ani.
B. Teaching Of Speaking Skill
Teaching speaking is really different, unlike teaching listening, writing, and
reading. Speaking needs a habit formation because it is a real communication.
Speaking only need practice more over. So the writer believe that if the student
9always practice the English language, they should be able to mastery English
language by easily.
According to Hornby (1995: 37) teaching means giving the instruction to (a
person): give a person (knowledge skill, etc). While speaking means to make use of
words in an ordinary voice. So, teaching speaking is giving instruction to a person in
order to communicate. And in another source Speaking is "the process of building
and sharing meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal symbols, in a variety
of contexts" (Chaney, 1998: 13). Speaking is a crucial part of second language
learning and teaching. However, the goal of teaching speaking should improve the
students’ communicative skills because, students can express themselves and learn
how to use a language. Nowadays, many teachers agree that students should learn to
speak the foreign language by interacting to each others. In this case, students should
master several speaking components’, such as pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary
and fluency (Syakur, 1987: 3). In brief, English teacher should be creative in
developing their teaching learning process to create good atmosphere, improve the
students speaking skill, give attention to the speaking components and make the
English lesson more exciting.
According to Brown (2001: 266-268) there are six categories apply to the
kinds of oral production that students are expected to carry out in classroom. They
are:
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1. Imitative
imitative speaking is a kinds of practicing an intonation or trying to
pinpoint a certain vowel sound. It is carried out not for the purpose of meaningful
interaction, but for focusing on some particular element of language form. This
activity is usually performed in form of drilling;
2. Intensive
intensive speaking goes one step beyond imitative to include any speaking
performance that is designed for practicing some grammatical aspect of language. It
can be in the form of self-initiated or pair work activity;
3. Responsive
responsive speaking is meant by being able to give replies to the
questions or comments in meaningful in authentic one;
4. Transactional
in this case transactional is mere done in the dialogue. It is aimed at
conveying or exchanging specific information, an extended form of responsive
language;
5. Interpersonal
like in the transactional, interpersonal speaking here is also carried out in
a dialogue. It is purposed for maintaining social relationships than for the
transmission of facts and information. These conversations are little trickier for
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learners because they can involve some factors such as, slang, ellipsis, sarcasm, a
casual register, etc. This often makes the learners find it difficult to understand the
language, or even misunderstood;
6. Extensive
extensive speaking here mostly in the form of monologue, in the practice,
the advanced levels are called on to give extended monologue in the form of oral
reports, summaries, or perhaps short speeches.
Each category above can be implemented based on the students’ level and students’
ability.
1. Classroom speaking activities
Many of the classrooms speaking activities which are currently in use fall at near
the communicative end of the communication continum. The following activities are
also helpful in getting students to practice ‘speaking as a skill’.
a. Information-gap activities
An information gap is where two speakers have different bits of
information, and they can only complete the whole picture by sharing the
information- because they have different information, there is a ‘gap’
between them.
b. Telling stories
We spend a lot of our time telling other people stories and
anecdotes about what happened to us and other people. Students need to
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be able to tell stories in English, too. Teacher can encourage students to
retell stories which they have read in their books or found in newspapers
or on the internet (such retelling is a valuable way of provoking the
activation of previously learnt or acquired language).
c. Favourite objects
A variation on getting students to tell personal stories is an activity
in which students are asked to talk about their favourite objects. Students
think about how they would describe their favourite objects in terms of
when they got them, why they got them, what they do with them, why
they are so important to them and whether there are any stories associated
with them.
d. Meeting and greeting
Students role-play a formal/ business social occasion where they
meet a number of people and introduce themselves.
e. Surveys
Surveys can be used to get students interviewing each other. For
example, they can design a questionnaire about people’s sleeping habits.
f. Famous people
Students think of five famous people. They have to decide on the
perfect gift for each person. We can also get groups of students to decide
on which five famous people (living or dead) they would most like to
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invite for dinner, what they would talk about and what food they wolud
give them.
g. Student presentations
Individual students give a talk on a given topic or person. In order
for this to work for the individual, time must be given for students to
gather information and structure it accordingly.
h. Ballon debate
A group of students are in the basket of a ballon which is losing air.
Only one person can stay in the ballon and survive (the others have to
jump out). Individual students representing famous characters or
professions have to argue why they should be allowed to survive.
i. Moral dilemmas
Students are presented with a ‘moral dilemma’ and asked to come
to a decision about how to resolve it (Harmer, 2007: 131).
2. Characteristics of A Succesful Speaking Activity
a. Learners talk a lot
As much as possible of the period of time alloted to the activity is in
factoccupied by learner talk. This may seem obvious, but often most time
is taken up with teacher talk or pauses.
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b. Participation is even
Classroom discussion is not dominated by a minority of talkactive
participants: all get chance to speak, and contributions are fairly evently
distributed.
c. Motivation is high
Learners are eager to speak: because they are interested in the topic
and have something new to say about it, or because they want to
contribute to achieving a task objective.
d. Language is of an acceptable level
Learners express themselves in utterances that are relevant, easily
comprehensible to each other, and of an acceptable level of language
accuracy.
3. Speaking Teaching Strategies
Students often think that the ability to speak is the product of language
learning, but speaking is also a crucial part of the language learning process.
Effective instructors teach students speaking strategies using minimal responses,
recognizing scripts, and using language to talk about language which they can use to
help themselves expand their knowledge of the language and their confidence in
using it. These instructors help students to learn speaking so that the students can use
speaking to learn.
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a. Using minimal responses
Language learners who lack of confidence in their ability to
participate succesfully in oral interaction often listen in silence while
others do the talking. One way to encourage such learners beginning to
participate is helping them build up a stock of minimal responses that
they can use in different types of exchanges. Such responses can be
especially useful for beginners.
Minimal responses are predictable, often idiomatic phrases that
conversation participants use to indicate understanding, agreement, doubt,
and other responses enables a learner to focus on what the other
participant is saying, without having to simultaneously plan a response.
b. Recognizing scripts
Some communication situations are associated with a predictable
set of spoken exchanges a script. Greetings, apologise, compliments,
invitations, and other functions that are influenced by social and cultural
norms often follow patterns or scripts. So do the transactional exchanges
involved in activities such as obtaining information and making a
purchase. In these scripts, the relationship between a speaker’s turn and
the one that follow it can often be anticipated.
Instructors can help students to develop speaking ability by making
them aware of the scripts for different situations so that they can predict
what they will hear and what they will need to say in response. Through
16
interactive activities, instructors can give students practice in managing
and varying the language that different scripts contain.
c. Using language to talk about language
Language learners are often too embrassed or shy to say anything
when they do not understand another speaker or when they realize that a
conversation partner has not been understood them. Instructors can help
students overcome this reticence by assuring them that misunderstanding
and the need for clarification can occur in any type of interaction,
whatever the participants of language skill levels. Instructors can also
give students strategies and phrases to use for clarification and
comprehension check.
By encouraging students to use clarification phrases in class when
misunderstanding occurs and by responding positively when they do,
instrutors can create an authentic practice environment within the
classroom itself. As they develop control of various clarification
strategies, students will gain confidence in their ability to manage the
various communication situations thay they may encounter outside the
classroom.
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C. Story Telling
1. Definition Of Story Telling
Story Telling is an oral activity to grab audiences attention by using multy-
sensory stirring emotion of an event in a story, it involves improvisation in telling
story, facial gestures, and body movement (Stanley and Dillingham, 2009: 2). In
another theory, Champion as cited in Irawati, S. (2003) says that story telling is an
oral activity where language and gestures are used in a colourfull way to create
scenes in a sequence however, story telling consists of more than just story telling. As
a part of speaking activities in the class, story telling also an effective teaching tool
that enables students to focus on story structure.
Story telling is a procedure that enables a child to play a large role in
reconstructing stories. It underlines both social and academic development. When
they tell a story, they use language for an extended period of time. They
construct the story. This activity increases their language development.
When narrating stories, the speaker uses the language for an extended
period of time. This active participation with stories results in increased language
development, comprehension and an interest in books and in learning to read.
Telling after reading provides another opportunity for the reader to
reconstruct the text.
Telling story is an active process that encourages children to reconstruct the
text, it also allows for interaction between tutor and child. When necessary, teacher
18
can help the child reconstruct the meaning of the text by using open-ended questions
and lead-in to facilitate. For example, if a child pauses and seems confused, ask,
What happened next? If a child needs help detailing a main character, say, Tell me
more about this character (Gibson, 2003:1).
2. Forms of Storytelling
Storytelling builds confidence, develops language skills, encourages speaking
and listening fluency, and increases motivation and interaction for the students. By
storytelling method the student more enjoyable during learning process. Because,
beside the student be able to develop language skill, student also be able to know the
histories, informations, sciences, etc. There are eight forms of storytelling :
1. Cave Painting
In a time before languages and writing, paintings on cave walls told
stories of times long ago, be them warnings, depicting moments that
happened in the past, or simple stories made up for the entertainment or
education of children.
2. Oral Tradition
The tradition of telling stories through word of mouth was the next
development in storytelling. As languages came around, and people in
larger groups were together as the population grew, and people began
talking to each other, stories were being past on much faster, and
spreading.
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Although Oral Traditions were one of the earliest forms of
storytelling, it is still very much used widely today, which just goes to
show, how traditions stick around when they’re worth something.
3. Fable
A fable is a short simple story, most often including animals, that is
told to teach some sort of moral lesson, often told to young children.
Fables that are most popular and well known are most probably “Si
Kancil” who told many of these short moral stories to the people.
4. Myth
A myth is a story that is most often about the creation of the world, or
about Gods/Goddesses and higher beings, or mythical characters
(mythical meaning made up and almost completely unbelievable). Myths
originate from Ancient Greek times also, and although they have no truth
to them, they are an opinion on the creation and existence of this world.
5. Legend
A Legend is a historical story that is told to show human
characteristics such as bravery, courage, honesty etc. Stories such as King
Arthur are legends that show a historical figure that represents such
characteristics, the said Legend showing human characteristics such as
power, bravery and Betrayal. These stories are based on real people, and
not fabricated, but may very often be exaggerated or changed in order to
show some sort of hero or major event to represent something. They also
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have been passed on throughout the generations as most forms of
storytelling are, and may have changed over time depending on where and
when, in order to make sense.
6. Theatre
Theatre was an audience based form of storytelling. It was the move
from just telling the story orally to acting it out, to give off a much better
interpretation of the story. Theatre started in Ancient Greece, and the
Greeks performed stories in giant amphitheatres which were great for the
acoustics as the bowl shape allowed the sound of the voices to carry out
through to massive audiences. The name audience came from the fact that
they could hear the story, more than see it.
Theatre is much more of an interactive form of storytelling. The actors
encouraged the audience to join in and interact with them in later years,
such as shouting famous catch phrases or trying to offer their help to the
protagonist on stage.
7. Text
Storytelling through text has developed and adapted over a long time
since it first started. Right back from when languages were made and
developed things were being written, but it wasn’t an ideal form of
storytelling as it was very time consuming, and only one person could
read the story at a time. Not to mention many couldn’t read and write.
Text became a popular use for storytelling when the printing press was
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created. This meant that multiple copies of the book could be made, and
over time ways were found to cross them over from different places as
transport developed.
Text has changed throughout the years, from being hand written, to
printing presses, all the way through to computers and mobiles.
Text based stories up to this stage were the only ones that could be
copyrighted as there could be written proof of who owned the idea.
There are many examples of big text based stories, but some big
modern examples would be book series’ such as Harry Potter, The Hobbit
etc. These are up to date examples of how text is still a very large part of
storytelling today, but how all also still link to each other, as these are
some of the text stories that have been transformed into the Film form of
storytelling.
8. Film/TV
Film and TV is the most recent form for storytelling used due to
technology. Its a visual and audio form of storytelling, and film first came
around in the 1880’s when it was first made and showed a series of images
using a projector. It allowed things to be filmed, to create a story and
shown later to a large audience. Creating films generally follow one of a
few structures, and all films stick to these normally as they are so
successful.
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3. The Advantage Of Storytelling
Storytelling is the oldest form of education. Cultures around the world have
always told tales as a way of passing down their beliefs, traditions, and history to
future generations. Stories capture the imagination, engaging the emotions and
opening the minds of listeners. Consequently, any point that is made in a story or
any teaching that is done afterward is likely to be much more effective.
The most important advantages of storytelling may be summarized as
follows:
I. Stories are motivating and fun and can help develop positive
attitudes towards the foreign language and language learning. They
can create a desire to continue learning.
II. Stories exercise the imagination. Children can become personally
involved in a story as they identify with the characters and try to
interpret the narrative and illustrations. This imaginative experience
helps develop their own creative powers.
III. Listening to stories in class is a shared social experience. Reading
and writing are often individual activities; storytelling provokes a
shared response of laughter, sadness, excitement and anticipation
which is not only enjoyable but can help build up child’ s
confidence and encourage social and emotional development.
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IV. Children enjoy listening to stories over and over again. This
frequent repetition allows certain language items to be acquired
while others are being overly reinforced. Many stories also contain
natural repetition of key vocabulary and structures. This help
children to remember every detail, so they can gradually learn to
anticipate what is about to happen next in the story. Repetition also
encourages participation in the narrative. Following meaning and
predicting language are important skills in language learning.
V. Listening to stories allows the teacher to introduce or revise new
vocabulary and sentence structures by exposing the children to
language in varied, memorable and familiar contexts, which will
enrich their thinking and gradually enter their own speech.
Listening to stories develops the child’ s listening and concentrating skills
via:
1. visual clues (for example, pictures and illustrations),
2. their prior knowledge of how language works,
3. their general knowledge.
This allows them to understand the overall meaning of a story and to relate
it to their personal experience.
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D. Teaching Of Speaking Skills by Using Storytelling Tehniques
Storytelling is the original form of teaching. There are still societies in
which it is the only form of teaching. Though attempts have been made to imitate or
update it, like the electronic storytelling of television, live oral storytelling will never
go out of fashion. A simple narrative will always be the cornerstone of the art of
teaching. Colloquial or literary, unaffected or flowery the full range of language is
present in stories. develop in a unique way. The listeners benefit from observing non
polished speech created on the spot. While listening to stories, children develop a
sense of structure that will later help them to understand the more complex stories of
literature. In fact, stories are the oldest form of literature.
The use of literature in foreign language teaching has greatly increased
over the past few years. The materials and activities that derive from literacy texts are
a great aid tolearning in that they appeal to the learners’ imagination, increase
motivation and, above all, create a rich and meaningful context. Among the
techniques available to the teacher, storytelling is one of the most frequently used,
especially with beginners.
And false beginners. Storytelling is an established part of the curriculum in
both English-speaking countries and many others, and stories are seen as a first-rate
resource in the teaching of the child’s own language (Zaro and Salaberry, 1995:2).
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1. A good way of telling story
There are some ways to tell the story as well as possible:
a. Have an interesting story to tell
The key of storytelling is to provide listeners with a good story.
If you don't have a story worth listening to, no one will listen. You
have to focus on your audience. You are definitely not going to tell a
horror story to little kids! Just like you shouldn't tell an overly childish
story to older ones. Find a good story for the listeners.
b. Memorize the basic story
If your story has dialogue, you don't need to memorize the
exact dialogue, just the basics.
c. Use hand motions to emphasize the story
Doing so will catch a listener's attention plus make the
storytelling exciting. Hand motions should be incorporated when the
tale calls for it. For example, if a line says "The tree was taller than the
sky," you could point up.
d. Use facial expressions
If a character in the story is sad, for example, frown. If a
character is happy, a smile would work. You have to pay attention to
the mood of the story, as well and let the mood flow into your
expressions.
e. Allow your voice to be expressive
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Give the characters different voices. For example in the story
of Goldilocks, the three bears could have a high, low, and medium
voice. If the mood in the story is scary, low tones are perfect. Build
your voice at the exciting parts, then drop it suddenly right before the
most exciting part. In a simple fairytale, focus on your audience. If
your audience is young children, use kind voices. Older kids may
enjoy a more fun telling.
f. Add details
A girl with brown hair and blue eyes could be described in
your story as a young girl with golden brown hair and eyes as blue as a
river. Exaggerating small things in a story can give a wow effect.
g. Practice in advance.
Before you tell your story, give it a try. You may want to
videotape yourself or do it in front of a mirror so you can see the flaws
in your telling. After you watch the video of your telling, mute the
sound so you can only pay attention to the visual aspects. Did you use
hand motions? Check your expressions as well. Now, close your eyes
and just listen to the story.
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E. Test of Speaking
Overton, Terry (2008), test is a method to determaine a students ability to
complete certain tasks or demontstrate mastery of a skill or knowledge of content. So
the test is really important tools in learning process. The test can measuring the
criteria of abilities for the people specially in speaking, such as; fluency, vocabulary,
pronunciation, and grammar.
When the test organized, students must take individual quizzes or other
assessments ( such as essays or performances). The teacher gives students adequate
time to complete it. The students must do work individually on the quiz. At this point
they must show what they have learned as individuals. Then the result would be
measure how far the abilities of the student.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Research Design
Research method is concerned with how the design is implemented and how
the research is carried out. According to Redman and Mory (1923), defined research
is a"systematized effort to gain new knowledge".The method is often used to
determine the quality of data collection.The design of this study is collaborative
Classroom Action Research (CAR). It is called collaborative CAR because the
researcher directly works together with English teacher at the school to conduct the
research as well as to cope with the students‘ problem concerning their speaking that
they encountered in the class. In addition (Suhardjono 2005: 62) explains that the
specific characteristic of classroom action research is the real action. This action done
in real situation and it is intended to solve practical problem.This research using
quantitative method. According to Creswell (2012), quantitative method is the
correlation design in which investigators use the correlational statistic to describe and
measure the degree or association (or relationship) between two or more variabels or
sets of scores. This method collects numerical data through evaluation sheet that
administrated by the writer. It involves answering questions concerning the current
status of the subjects of the study.
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In doing this study,an experimental research is used which requires the careful
collection, analysis, and interpretation of quantitative data. Wireman (1991) explains
that an experiment research is a research situation in which at least one independent
variable, called the experimental variable, is deliberately manipulated or varied by the
researcher, while quantitative research is the collection and analyses of numerical
data in order to explain, predict, or control phenomena of interest.
In this study, one group pre-test and post-test design was used to collect the
data. This study was measured by pre-test before giving the treatment and post-test
after giving the treatment. Evelyn (2001) proposes the procedure used in pre-
experiment one group pre-test-post-test design as in the following:
Participant selection Pre-test Treatment Post-test.
This methodcollects numerical data through evaluation sheet that
administrated by the writer. Itis aimed to answer questions concerning the current
status of the subjects of the study.Questionnaire sheets areused to find out the
students’ responses toward using Story Telling Method in promoting their speaking
skills. The writer also used field research. Field research is a quantitative method of
data collection aimed at understanding, surveying, and interacting with people in their
natural settings.
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B. Population And Samples
1. Population
According to Sugiyono(2011:90), population is generalization which consists
of: objects / subjects that have certain qualities and characteristics defined by the
researchers to learn and then drawn the conclusions. The population of this study are
the whole student at second grade in InsanQurani Boarding school. The number of
population of this study is 25student.
2. Sample
Sample is part of subject or object which represent the population. Base on
Sugiyono (1997:57) perception that sample is a fraction of the number and
characteristics possessed by the population. In this section the researcher will take the
sample at second grade student of InsanQurani Boarding school. The technique in
this research is purposive sampling. Purposive sampling is one of techniques in
taking sample of data source which has special considerations, therefor this technique
will be corresponding for the second grade student of InsanQur’ani Boarding School.
C. Technique Of Data Collection
Data collection is the systematic approach to gathering and measuring
information from a variety of sources to get a complete and accurate picture of an
area of interest. According to Sugiyono (2013:224) data collection is the most
strategic step in the study, because the main goal of the study is to get the data. The
data used in this research are: Observation, documentation and questionaire.
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1. Observation
Observation is something you notice by watching and listening, can be said
investigated. According to Sutrisno as cited in Sugiyono (2013:145), argue that
observation is a complex process, a process that is composed of a variety of
biological processes and psychological. Two of the most important is the processes of
observation and memory.In this research, participant observation will be used since
the researcher participates in teaching and learning process and cooperate as the
collaboration, this observation is intended to know the students participation. They
are though speaking by storytelling. This action research is successful if most of
students about 85% of the student can reach the criteria of success of speaking test by
storytelling.
2. Test
According to Overton (2008) test is a method to determine a students ability
to complete certain tasks or demonstrate mastery of a skill or knowledge of content.
The Test will be given to the students, in order to know their speaking ability
especially in retelling story. In this research, test is divided into two catagories;
pretest and posttest. The aim of pretest is to find out the students’ ability toward their
speaking skill before treatment. On the other hand, posttest is to find out whether
their speaking skill improve or not after giving treatment.
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3. Questionnaire
According to Harry (2009), questionnaire is a set of systematically structured
questions used by a researcher to get needed information from respondents. Trough
questioners the researcher gets information that to know the respondents opinion on
whether the technique is interesting or not. By the questionnaire the researcher will
know the students opinion related to the speaking learning process. Furthermore, the
researcher be able to measure the student quality in speaking skills. The
questionnaires were given for students in the last meeting and they had 15 minutes to
answer all questions. The result of this test will be analyzed and discussed.
D. Technique of Data Analysis
1. Test
In analyzing the data of pre-test and post-test, the writer used the
picture to create the student imagination and storytelling about the
picture.The writer used the statistical formula by following the steps below:
a. To find out the range of the data
Sudjana (2002) stated that range is the difference between the highest
and the lowest scores. The range of pre-test and post-test scores would be
determined by using the formula below:
R = H – L
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Where:
R : the range of the score
H : the highest score
L : the lowest score
b. The number of interval class
According to Sudjana (2002) the number of interval class can be
determined by using the following formula:
I = 1 + (3,3) log n
Where:
I : the amount of interval class
n : the amount of sample
c. To find out the space of interval
The range of interval class can be calculated by using the following
formula Sudjana (2002):
P =  
 
Where:
P : interval space
R : the range of scores
I : the amount of interval class
d. To find out the mean score
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Sudjana (2002) stated that the mean of students’ score was calculated by
using the formula as follow:
X = ∑    
∑  
Where:
fi : refers to frequency
xi : refers to the middle score interval class
fixi : the amount of multiplication between the frequencies and
the middle scores of interval class
Table 3.1 Speaking TestScoring Form
ShortConversation
QuestionNumber1
SCOREPOINT DESCRIPTION
Score2
* Providesand exchangesinformation fluently
* Usesexpanded vocabulary
* Free oferrorsthat block comprehensibility
Score1
* Providesand exchangesinformation indirectlyor incompletely
* Uses basic vocabulary
* Contains someerrorsthat limitcomprehensibility
Score0
* Does not provideenoughinformation; or
* Errorsblockcomprehensibility;or
* No responseor response in languageother thanEnglish
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Table 3.2 Speaking TestScoring Form
Storytelling
QuestionNumber2
Table 3.3 Speaking TestScoring Form
Story Retell
QuestionNumber3
High Level/Very Few
Errors
ScorePoint
4
ShowsAbility/Some
Errors
ScorePoint
3
Some Ability/
Numerous Errors
ScorePoint
2
VeryLittleCorrect
ScorePoint
1
Too Minimal/
Unintelligible/No
Response/Response
not in English
ScorePoint
0
SCOREPOINT DESCRIPTION
Score4
* Responseisfluent
* Story sequenceand detailsenhanced by vocabularyand correct useof complexgrammar
* Responseisfreeof errorsthatcauseconfusion
Score3
* Responseismostly fluent
* Story sequenceand detailsprovided by basic vocabulary and simplegrammar
* Responsemayhavesomeerrors, but thesecauseonlylimitedconfusion
Score2
* Responsehaslapsesor hesitationsthat interferewith story flow
* Minimum of story sequenceand details provided by basic useofvocabulary andgrammar
* Responsehaserrorsthat cause confusion
Score1
* Responsehasmany lapsesor hesitations that interferewith story flow
* Responsemaybeonlyoneword or sentence
* Responsemayhavelittleor no grammatical structure
Score0
* Responseisunintelligible;or
* Responseisinnative language;or
* Student refusesto speak
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2. Questionnaire
The questionnaires would be analyzed by using the following formula as
stated by Anas (2002):
P =
 
 
x 100%
Where:
P : percentage
F : frequency
N : the number of sample
E. Experimental Teaching
Before coming to the test result in CHAPTER IV, the researcher has done the
research using experimental teaching to know students’ improvement in speaking
skill. Experimental teaching was conducted into six meetings. The allocation time for
each meeting was 45 minutes. In this experimental teaching, the story telling method
was applied as a teaching technique. The description of the experimental teaching
undertaken will be explained below:
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1. First Meeting(Febuary 8th, 2017)
In the first meeting, all students attended the class. Firstly, the researcher did
observation and asked information to the English teacher about students skill
especially in speaking. Then, the researcher entered the classroom and introduced
himself to the students. After five minutes, the student’s attendance list was checked
and their names were called one by one to know them further. The students were
happy and interested in accepting the new materials. To know the students skill in
speaking, the pre-test was given. The test was given to the students, the students are
asked to make the story based on the picture and tell it. The researchers record in
every singular word of student talk. Once the test finished, the class was closed.
2. Second Meeting (Febuary 11st, 2017)
In the second meeting, the researcher continued several steps. Firstly, the
students’ attendance list was checked in order to get the valid data of respondent in
this research. Secondly, the students discussed topics, vocabulary, and grammar of
wish and hope form with the teacher. After that, they tried to understand the examples
of wish and hope in storytelling material which have given by the teachers. Thirdly,
the researcher began teaching by using storytelling technique and they listened to the
teacher's explanation on how to create a storytelling by using wish and hope form.
Fourthly, the teacher asked them to make a group to discuss create a storytellig. As
the result, most of them had lack of vocabulary, so the researcher advised them to
bring dictionary for every English class. Furthermore, the students were given several
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minutes to ask some questions related to the problem that they faced. At that time,
every student was supervised by the researcher if any students confused about
something. When the bell rang, then the task would be discussed at the next meeting.
Finally, the researcher ended the class.
3. Third Meeting (Febuary 15th, 2017)
Firstly, the researcher greeted and checked attendance lists and so on.
Secondly,the researcher did teaching learning process as same as the second meeting
with different material. In this meeting, the researcherasked the students to submitthe
tasks of the second meeting to the researcher. Furthermore, the researcher gave the
feedback to the students. The students paid attention to the feedback that has given by
the researcher on their tasks. Thirdly, the researcher explained how to create
storytelling by using wish and hope form and gave an example of wish and hope in
retelling story. Fourthly, the students tried to make storytelling by using wish and
hope individually. Next, the students retell the story in front of the class. Finally, the
researcher reviewed the material and closed the class.
4. Fourth meeting (Febuary 18th, 2017)
Firstly, the researcher greeted and checked attendance lists and so on.
Secondly, the researcher asked the student to make the group, for discussed topics,
vocabulary, and grammar about the material of manual and tip forms with the teacher.
After making the group, the teacher share print out to each students. And than, they
tried to understand the examples of manual, because in this section the researcher
only focus on manual form in order creating storytelling by using manual
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form.Thirdly, the researcher began teaching by using storytelling technique and they
listened to the teacher's explanation on how to create a storytelling by using manual
form. Fourthly, the teacher ask them to create a storytellig. As the result, most of
them stillless confidentinspeaking, therefor make them nervous and mistaking in
pronunciation, soresearcher advised them to more practice in pronunciation. Finally,
the researcher closed the class.
5. Fifth meeting (Febuary 22nd, 2017)
Firstly, the researcher greeted and checked attendance as usual and so on.
Secondly,the researcher did teaching learning process as same as the fourth meeting
with different material. In this meeting the researcher focus on tip forms. Thirdly, the
researcher explained how to create storytelling by using tip forms and gave an
example of tips in retelling story. Fourthly, the students tried to make storytelling by
using tips individually. Next, the students retell the story in front of the class. Finally,
the researcher reviewed the material and closed the class.
6. Sixth Meeting (Febuary 25th, 2017)
At last meeting,the researcher kept checking attendance list in order to get the
valid data of respondent in this research. Then, the post-test was given to the students
by individual. The students are asked to create storytelling base on the the picture
who has given by the researcher in the paper. After 5 minutes,The researcher record
each students about 2-3 miniute. After the students have finished their tests, the
researcher make a game that related with the material which were studied by the
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student and they happy with it. Furthermore, the researcher distributed the
questionnaire to the students. Finally, the researcher thanked and appreciated for the
students for those who helped researcher by using storytelling technique in six
meetings in the class and give the gift to the winner of the game. Than closed the
class.
F. Brief Description of ReseachLocation
The research is conducted in InsanQur’ani Boarding school, which located in
Jl. Banda Aceh – Medan KM. 12.5. this Islamic boarding school was built on 2014. It
is one of the popular senior high school in Aceh Besar, that led by
MuzakkirZulkifliS,Ag. This boarding school established under the need to create the
potential students who has capacities from both general and religious aspect. This
boarding school more prioritize on tahfidzAl-qur’an(memorization of Al qur’an)
therefore eventhough the boarding school has establishedsince 2014 and now they
have 693 students.
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To support the teaching learning process, the school has some facilities that
can be seen as follow :
Table 3.4 School Facilities
No. Facility Quantity
1. Classroom 12
2. Headmaster Room 1
3. Teacher Room 1
4. Science Laboratory 1
5. Computer Room 1
6. Multimedia Room 1
7. Language Laboratory 1
8. Library 1
9. Football Court 1
10. Dormitory 12
11. Volleyball Court 1
12 Table Tennis 1
13. Meeting Room 1
14. Canteen 1
15. Clinic 1
16. Mosque 1
17. Teachers house 3
18. Security Post 1
19. Kitchen 1
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
A. FINDINGS
1. Test Result of Pre-Test and Post Test
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the instruments in collecting the
data in this research were questionnaire and test. The writer gave the students in
two types of tests, pre-test and post-test. The data were collected from class XI
IPA-B in Insan Qur’ani Boarding School. The results are as follow :
Table 4.1. The Score of Pre-test and Post-testinPre Experimental
Class
No Initial Pre-test Post-test
1 AN 75 88
2 AZ 50 82
3 FN 75 94
4 FF 82 94
5 HM 75 82
6 HN 63 75
7 IG 63 69
8 KM 75 82
9 LT 82 88
10 MS 75 85
11 MS 63 88
12 NI 69 75
13 NR 82 94
14 NF 63 69
15 PSA 75 82
16 RVS 50 75
17 RANI 75 96
18 RA 63 82
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19 RM 82 94
20 SPI 82 88
21 SAE 82 96
22 SM 75 75
23 RU 75 69
24 SMK 63 82
25 AY 69 94
Lowest Score 50 69
Highest Score 82 96
a. The Result of Pre-test
Range (R) = Highest Score – Lowest Score
= 82 – 50
= 32
Many Class (K) = 1 + (3.3) Log N
= 1 + (3.3) Log 25
= 1 + (3.3) (1.39794)
= 1 + 4.613202
= 5.613202
= 6
Interval Class (I) =      
         
=   
 
= 5,33 = 6
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Based on the data above, the writer made table of frequency as follows:
Table. 4.2.Table of Frequency of Pre-test
Score Frequency
(fi)
Median
(xi)
fi.xi
50 – 55 2 52,5 105
56 – 61 0 58,5 0
62 – 67 6 64,5 387
68 – 73 2 70,5 141
74 – 79 9 76,5 688,5
80 – 85 6 82,5 495
Total 25 - 1.816,5
Based on the table, the writer found means score (x1) and standard
deviation (S1) as follows:
Mean Score (x1) =∑  .  
∑  
=     , 
  
= 72,66
Based on the result of the pre-test, the writer found that the average skill in
speakingwas 72,6
b. The analysis of post-test scores
After tabulating the data of pre-test, the writer did some steps to analyze
the data of post-test as follows:
Range (R) = Highest Score – Lowest Score
= 96 – 69
= 27
Many Class (K) = 1 + (3.3) Log N
= 1 + (3.3) Log 25
= 1 + (3.3) (1.39794)
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= 1 + 4.613202
= 5.613202
= 6
Interval class (I) =      
         
=   
 
= 4,50 = 5
Based on the data above, the writer made table of requency as follows:
Table 4.3. Table of Frequency of Post-test
Score Frequency
(fi)
Median
(xi)
fi.xi
69 – 73 3 71 213
74 – 78 4 76 304
79 – 83 6 81 486
84 – 88 5 86 430
89 – 93 0 91 0
94 – 97 7 95,5 668.5
Total 25 - 2.101,5
Based on the table, the writer found means score (x1) and standard
deviation (S1) as follows:
Mean Score (x1) =∑  .  
∑  
=  .   , 
  
= 84,06
The post test result showed that student average score was 84 and the pre-
test average score was 72,6. It indicated that the students skill in speaking was
increased 11,4 points (84-72,6=11,4).
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2. Discussion
This study examined the students’ improvement in speaking by using
storytelling technique. The researcher successfully collected the data using pre-
experimental teaching, tests, and questionnaire as instruments in order to answer
the research questions.
The first research question was “To what extend using storytelling can
improve student speaking ability at InsanQur’ani Boarding School”. Storytelling
technique contributes to help students’ speaking skill in terms of enriching
vocabularies, improving creativity, improving pronunciation, improving grammar
and organizing ideas. Stories not only help in stimulating children's imagination
and understanding of the world, but also in developing children's language ability
and appreciating literature (Aiex, 1988; Cooper, 1989; Koki, 1998; Zobairi&
Gulley, 1989). Theresearcher gave some treatment to the students on how to
applystorytelling technique in speaking. Based on the result of pre-test, the pre-
test mean score was 72.6 and the mean score in the-post test was 84. It can be seen
that the students skill in speaking by using storytelling technique increased.From
these calculations, it can be inferred that there was difference of students’ scores
before and after receiving the treatment.Consequently, these data which had been
analyzed answered the first research question that using storytelling can improve
student speaking abilityat InsanQur’ani Boarding School.
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3. Hypothesis
According to Sudjono (2008), in examining the hypothesis, the t-test is
used to determine the significant of the students score. The t-test is designed to
measure and examine the significant between two means of pre-test and post test.
Then the results of calculation of the t-test value will be compared to t-value table.
If t-test (t0) is higher than t-table of 5% alpha significance level, it means that
there is significance difference between pre-test and post test.The t-test formula is
follows:
   =    −   
 
∑    ∑   
       
.    
  
+  
  
 
Where: Mx = Mean of Post-test
My = Mean of Pre-test
∑SDx = Sum of Standard deviation score in Post-test
∑SDy = Sum of Standard deviation score in Pre-test
Nx = Number of students in Post-test
Ny = Number of students in Pre-test
In analyzing the hypothesis, the writer purposes some steps as follow:
1. Stating the Alternative hypothesis (Ha) and Null hypothesis (Ho), that is:
a. Null hypothesis (Ho): There is no significant difference between the
students’ skill in speaking through storytelling techniquebefore and
after treatment is given to the students of InsanQur’ani Boarding
School.
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b. Alternative hypothesis (Ha): There is significant difference between the
students’ skill in speaking through Storytelling techniquebefore and
after treatment is given to the students of InsanQur’ani Boarding
School.
2. Listing the deviation score of Post-test and Pre-test.
Table 4.4. Deviation score of Post-test and Pre-test
No
X Y
X2 Y2
Post-test Pre-test
1. 88 75 7744 5625
2. 82 50 6724 2500
3. 94 75 8836 5625
4. 94 82 8836 6724
5. 82 75 6724 5625
6. 75 63 5625 3969
7. 69 63 4761 3969
8. 82 75 6724 5625
9. 88 82 7744 6724
10. 85 75 7225 5625
11. 88 63 7744 3969
12. 75 69 5625 4761
13. 94 82 8836 6724
14. 69 63 4761 3969
15. 82 75 6724 5625
16. 75 50 5625 2500
17. 96 75 9216 5625
18. 82 63 6724 3969
19. 94 82 8836 6724
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20. 88 82 7744 6724
21. 96 82 9216 6724
22. 75 75 5625 5625
23. 69 75 4761 5625
24. 82 63 6724 3969
25. 94 69 8836 4761
∑ 2098 1783 177940 129305
3. Finding the mean score of variables X and Y by using the following formula:
a. Mean of Variable X (Post-test):
   
∑ 
  
=
    
  
= 83,92
b. Mean of Variable Y (Pre-test):
    
∑ 
  
=
    
  
= 71,32
4. Finding sum of deviation standard score of variables X and Y by using
following formula:
a. Variable X
∑    = ∑   −
(∑ ) 
  
= 177940 −
(    ) 
  
= 177940 −
440160425
= 177940 − 176064,16= 1875,84
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b. Variable Y
∑    = ∑   −
(∑ ) 
  
= 129305 −
(    ) 
  
= 129305 −
317908925
= 129305 − 127163,56= 2141,44
5. Calculating the standards error of the mean difference between variable X and
Y
Sx-y=  ∑    ∑   
       
.    
  
+  
  
 
=     ,       ,  
       
.    
  
+  
  
 
=     .  
  
. [0,08]
= (83.6) . [0.08]
=√6.68
= 2.58
6. Calculating to score by following formula:
   =    −   
 
∑    ∑   
       
.    
  
+  
  
 
   = 83.92 −  71,322,58= 12,62,58
= 4,88
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7. Determining t-table in significance level 5 % with df:
df = Nx+Ny – 2
= 25+25-2
= 48
8. Examining to through t table
In the significance level of 5% (α=0.05), the t table shows that the critical
score for differentiation score 48 is 1,677.
In addition, the result of data analysis showed that the t-score is 4,88 and t-
table on the degree of significance 5% is 1.677, so it can be stated that to is higher
than t table (4,88 > 1,677). According to Mills, Airasian (2009:71), “a hypothesis is
a researcher’s prediction of the research findings, statement of the research
expectations about the relation among the variables in the research topic”.
Finaly, the alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted and the null
hypothesis (Ho) was rejected. In addition, it can be concluded that teaching by
using storytelling technique is more effective than teaching without using
storytelling technique at InsanQur’ani Boarding School.
B. FINDINGS OF QUESTIONNAIRE
1. The Result of Questionnaire
As mentioned earlier in Chapter III, the questionnaire was to find out
students’ perceptions or responses. The questionnaire was given to students after
giving test consisting 10 questions. The data was obtained from distributions of
questionnaire to the students. It used simple statistic with cumulative frequency
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distribution method to count percentage from all alternative of the answers at
every question.
In order to collect the data, the formula used that is:
P =  
 
X 100%
Remarks: P = Percentage
F = Frequency of the respondents
N = Number of sample
100 = Constant value
Furthermore, the result of questionnaire can be seen in the following
discussion.
Table 4.5. The storytelling exercise held my complete attention.
Table 4.4 shows that there are 5 students (20%) who said that strongly
agree with a statement“the storytelling exercise held students complete
attention”and 16 students (64%) agree. Then, 4 students(16%) areundecided. It
can be concluded that 21 students (84%) are interestedin learning speaking by
using storytelling technique.
Table 4.6. Time seemed to go by quickly during this class session.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
1 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly Disagree
5
16
4
0
0
20%
64%
16%
0%
0%
Total 25 100%
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Table 4.5 shows that there are5 students(20%) choose that they
stronglyagree and 20 students (80%) choose agree with a statement“time seemed
to go by quickly during this class session”. It means that all of the students
(100%) liked learning speaking by using storytelling technique.
Table 4.7.I could visualize aspects of the story such as characters, setting
and/ or activities taking place.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
3 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
10
15
0
0
0
40%
60%
0%
0%
0%
Total 25 100%
Based on the table 4.6, it can be seen that there are 10 students(40%)
choose strongly agree and 15 students (60%) chose agree with a
statement“students could visualize aspects of story such as characters, setting
and/ or activities taking place”. It means that all of the students (100%) helped in
visualize aspects of story such as characters, setting and/ or activities taking place
by using storytelling technique.
Table 4.8.using stories gave me deeper insights into the content of today’s
lesson.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
2 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly Disagree
5
20
0
0
0
20%
80%
0%
0%
0%
Total 25 100%
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Question Option Frequency Percentage
4 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
10
15
0
0
0
40%
60%
0%
0%
0%
Total 25 100%
Based on the table 4.7, it can be seen that there are 10 students(40%)
choose strongly agree and 15 students (60%) chose agree with a statement“using
stories gave deeper insights into the content of today’s lesson”. It means that all
of the students (100%) gained deeper insight into the content of today’s lesson
trough storytelling technique.
Table 4.9.I can think of more stories that I am familiar with or have
experienced myself that relate to some of the stories told.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
5 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly Disagree
5
15
5
0
0
20%
60%
20%
0%
0%
Total 25 100%
Table 4.8 shows that there are 5 students(20%) strongly agree and 15
students (60%) are agree with a statement“student can think of more stories that
were familiar with or have experienced myself that relate to some of the stories
told”. However, there were 5 students (20%) choose undecided. So, it can be
concluded that almost of the students (80%) can think of more stories trough
storytelling technique.
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Table 4.10.I believe that I will remember some of these stories and the
lesson/implications inherent in them for a long time.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
6 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly Disagree
4
11
5
5
0
16%
44%
20%
20%
0%
Total 25 100%
Based on the data in table 4.9 it showsthat there are 4 students (16%) were
strongly agree and 11 students (44%) are agree with a statement“students believe
that they will remember some of these stories and the lesson/implications inherent
in them for a long time”. Besides, there are 5 students (20%) choose undecided
and 5 student (20%) chose undecided.So, it can be concluded that almost of the
students (80%) wereremembersome of stories for a long time with storytelling
technique.
Table 4.11.I have more emphaty/respect/understanding of some of my
classmate’s viewpoint and experiences upon hearing their relevant
stories.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
7 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly Disagree
10
10
5
0
0
40%
40%
20%
0%
0%
Total 25 100%
Based on the table 4.10, it can be seen that there are 10 students(40%)
choose strongly agree and 10 students (40%) choose agree with a statement
“students have more emphaty/respect/understanding of some of my classmate’s
viewpoint and experiences upon hearing their relevant stories”.on the other hand,
there are 5 students (20%) who choose undecided. So, it can be concluded that
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almost of the students (80%) have more emphaty/respect/understanding about
classmates view point through storytelling technique.
Table 4.12.I would like to participate in future storytelling activities in this
and/or other learning experience.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
8 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly Disagree
6
14
5
0
0
24%
56%
20%
0%
0%
Total 25 100%
Based on table 4.11, there are 6 students (24%) choose strongly agree and
14 students (56%) choose agree for the statement “students would like to
participate in future storytelling activities in this and/or other learning
experience”.On the other hand, there are 5 students (20%) choose undecided.It
can be concluded thatalmost all of the students (80%) had participated in future
storytelling activities.
Table 4.13.I believe that I will be able to apply what I learned in today’s
lesson in various situations in my workplace.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
9 a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
6
13
6
0
0
24%
52%
24%
0%
0%
Total 25 100%
The table 4.12 shows that there are 6 students (24%) choose strongly agree
and 13 students (52%) chose agree with a statement“students believe that they will
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be able to apply what they have learned in today’s lesson in various situations in
their workplace”.Besides, 6 students (24%) choose undecided.It means that, most
of the students (76%) arebe able to apply what they have learned in today’s lesson
in various situations in their workplace after used storytelling technique.
Table 4.14.I believe that my initial opinions or perspective on this topic
has changed as a result of today’s lesson.
Question Option Frequency Percentage
10 a. Strongly Agree
b. Agree
c. Undecided
d. Disagree
e. Strongly Disagree
3
12
6
3
1
12%
48%
24%
12%
4%
Total 25 100%
In table 4.13, it shows that there are 3 students (12%) chose strongly agree
and 12 students (48%) choose agree with a statement“the students believe that
their initial opinions or perspective on this topic has chaged as a result of today’s
lesson”. Besides, there are6 students(24%) who choose undecided and3 students
(12%) choose disagree than only 1 student (4%) choose strongly disagree. So, It
can be concluded that most of students (60%) arebelieve that their initial opinions
or perspective on this topic has changed as a result of today’s lesson trough
storytelling technique.
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2. Discussion
The second research question was asking students’ response after learning
speaking through storytelling technique. The researcher distributed questionnaire
to know their opinions whether storytelling technique helped them improve their
speaking skill or not. The questionnaire was formed in 10 questions starting from
general to specific questions.
After analyzing the questionnaire, the conclusion obtained is that most of
them want to be able to improve they speaking ability. As stated in number one
and two of the questionnaire statement, majority of the students pay attention to
the material. unconsciously, the time seemed to go by quickly during class
session.Subsequently, based on students’ responses in number three, four and five
of the questionnaire statement. The students are able to visualize aspects of the
story such as characters, setting and activities taking place. On the other hand
storytelling also give them deeper insight in creating stories. So they can think or
imagine of more stories that familiar or unfamiliar. Also, in accordance with the
students’ responses in questionnaire number six, seven, eight, nine, and ten, they
agree that storytelling technique really helps them to summarize important
information, grasp the main point sense and interested them in learning speaking.
Remarkably, they also suggest that this technique is effective to be employed by
English teachers.
After analyzing the questionnaire, the researcher found that mostof the
studentswere interested in learning speaking by usingstorytelling technique.
Thedata also showed that students felt that storytelling technique could help them
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in speaking skills.Based on the discussion above, I would like to emphasize that
Storytelling technique can be implemented in language classroom to help and
facilitate the students in speaking skill.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
A. Conclusions
Based on the data analysis, the researcher found that storytelling technique
can improve students’ skill in speaking. As the result from the pre-test and post-test
mean scores which weregiven. The improvement of mean score was 72.6to 84.
Then, it is also proved by examining the hypothesis that to is higher than ttable (4,88>
1,677). It means that there is significant difference of achievement between the
students who were taught by using storytelling technique and the students who were
taught without storytelling technique. Thus, it can be concluded that using
storytelling technique to the students at Insan Qur’ani Boarding School can improve
their skill in speaking.Moreover, the students were also gave the questionnaire to
know their responses toward storytelling technique. The data also showed that
students felt that storytelling technique could help them in speaking. Most of them
also responded that they attempt to use storytelling technique in their daily speaking.
B. Suggestions
After conducting this study, the writer proposed some suggestions that would
be useful for teachers and other researchers who are interested in using storytelling
technique to improve students’ skill in speaking for their study or teaching:
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1. For the teachers
Correct choice of teaching technique can make the teaching and learning process
not only run well but also interesting and enjoyable. Enjoyable teaching and
learning activities help students receive the material more effectively and
efficiently; it also makes the teacher more focus on the necessary things needed
for the class. Storytelling technique is a technique which lead students to be
more independent; thus it is good to be applied in small classes as well as the big
ones. It is simple, fun and arousing creativity. That’s why, it is recommended for
teacher to apply it in their class.
2. For the students
Storytelling is a simple technique which used for speaking activities. It is not
only helpful in teaching and learning process in the classroom. Storyelling also
useful in other speaking activities to generate and organize ideas, opinion and
thoughts. So, the researcher suggests that all students learn how to use it.
3. For the other researchers
a. This study discusses the use of storytelling technique in teaching English to
improve the students’ skill especially in speaking. It was conducted on
senior high school students. The researcher hopes that this technique can be
applied by other researcher in different level of students.
b. Considering that this study still any lack and it is just one of efforts in
increasing students’ skill in speaking, so the researcher hopes that the
finding of this study will be used as starting point of the future research on
similar problems.
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LESSON PLAN
School : Insan Qur’ani Boarding School
Lesson : English Language
Class/Semester : XI/2
Material : Expressing idea
Time : 4 x 45 minute (6 x Meeting)
A. RESEARCH METHOD
Technique : Story Telling
B. LEARNING TOOLS AND RESOURCES
Resources : English On target Book for XI grade, Dictionary, White Board, and Black Marker.
C. STEPS OF LEARNING
First Meeting
Activity Description of Activities
Time
allocation
Preliminary • Explanation about pre-test 5 minute
Materials • Distribute pre test to the student. 35 Menit
Focus • Pre-test, vocabulary, pronoun and grammar
Closing • Closing 5 menit
Second Meeting
Activity Description of Activities
Time
allocation
Preliminary • Warming up 5 minute
Materials • Wish and Hope, Chapter 3, page : 23, source : English on
target for XI grade.
• Explanation about the materials.
• Making group discussion for the materials.
• Exercise.
35 Menit
Focus • Vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar.
Closing • Closing 5 menit
Third Meeting
Activity Description of Activities
Time
allocation
Preliminary • Warming up 5 minute
Materials • Wish and Hope, Chapter 3, page : 23, source : English on
target for XI grade.
• Repetition of lesson.
• Ask to student about the material learning before.
• Ask to student to making the story by using expressing wish
and hope.
• Exercise
35 Menit
Focus • Vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar.
Closing • Closing. 5 menit
Fourth Meeting
Activity Description of Activities
Time
allocation
Preliminary • Warming up 5 minute
Materials • Manual and Tips, Chapter 6, page : 57.
• Explanation about the materials.
• Making group discussion for the materials.
• Exercise.
35 Menit
Focus • Vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar.
Closing • Closing 5 menit
Fifth Meeting
Activity Description of Activities
Time
allocation
Preliminary • Warming up 5 minute
Materials • Manual and Tips, Chapter 6, page : 57.
• Repetition of lesson.
• Ask to student about the material learning before.
• Ask to student to making the story by using manual and tips .
• Exercise.
35 Menit
Focus • Vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar.
Closing • Closing 5 menit
Sixth Meeting
Activity Description of Activities
Time
allocation
Preliminary • Warming up 5 minute
Materials • Distribute post test to the student.
• After giving post test to the student, the teacher (researcher)
distribute questionnaire to the students.
35 Menit
Focus • Post test, vocabulary, pronunciation and grammar.
Closing • Closing 5 menit
D. SCORING
1. Skoring Technique : Speaking Test.
2. Instrument :
a. Pre Test.
Please describe the picture below based on your opinion! (2-3 minute each student).
b. Post Test.
Please describe the picture below! (2-3 minute each student)
3. Scoring :
a. Scoring guide :
Nilai =
                   
   
x 100%
High Level/Very few
Errors
Score Point
4
Shows Ability/Some
Errors
Score Point
3
Some Ability/
Numerous Errors
Score Point
2
Very Little Correct
Score Point
1
Too Minimal/
Unintelligible/No
Response/Response
not in English
Score Point
0
Short Conversation
Speaking Test Scoring Form
Question Number 1
SCORE POINT DESCRIPTION
Score 2
* Provides and exchanges information fluently
* Uses expanded vocabulary
* Free of errors that block comprehensibility
Score 1
* Provides and exchanges information indirectly or incompletely
* Uses basic vocabulary
* Contains some errors that limit comprehensibility
Score 0
* Does not provide enough information; or
* Errors block comprehensibility; or
* No response or response in language other than English
Storytelling
Story Retell
Speaking Test Scoring Form
Question Number 2
Speaking Test Scoring Form
Question Number
SCORE POINT DESCRIPTION
Score 4
* Response is fluent
* Story sequence and details enhanced by vocabulary and correct use of complex grammar
* Response is free of errors that cause confusion
Score 3
* Response is mostly fluent
* Story sequence and details provided by basic vocabulary and simple grammar
* Response may have some errors, but these cause only limited confusion
Score 2
* Response has lapses or hesitations that interfere with story flow
* Minimum of story sequence and details provided by basic use of vocabulary and grammar
* Response has errors that cause confusion
Score 1
* Response has many lapses or hesitations that interfere with story flow
* Response may be only one word or sentence
* Response may have little or no grammatical structure
Score 0
* Response is unintelligible; or
* Response is in native language; or
* Student refuses to speak
Pre-Test
TEST
School : Insan Qur’ani Boarding School.
Name :
Class :
Date :
Please describe the picture below!
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
Post Test
TEST
School : Insan Qur’ani Boarding School.
Name :
Class :
Date :
Please describe the picture below!
________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
QUESTIONNAIRE
School : Insan Qur’an Boarding School
Name :
Class :
Date :
Instruction :
Please read each question and mark box that maches your response to the right of each
question.
No Question Strongly
Agree
Agree Un-
decide
Disagree Strongly
Disagree
1 The storytelling exercise held my complete
attention.
2 Time seemed to go by quickly during this
class session.
3 I could visualize aspect of the story such as
characters, setting and/or activities taking
place.
4 Using stories gave me deeper insight into
the content of today’s lesson.
5 Ican think more stories that I am familiar
with or have experienced myself that relate
to some of stories told.
6 I believe that I will remember some of
these stories and the lesson’s /implications
inherent in them for a long time.
7 I have more empathy /respect
/understanding of some of my classmate’s
viewpoints and experiences upon hearing
their relevant stories.
8 I would ike to participate in future
storytelling in this and/or other learning
experiences.
9 I believe that I will be able to apply what I
learned in today’s lesson in various
situaations in my work place.
10 I believe that my initial opinions or
perspective on this topic hass changed as a
result of today’s lesson.
Upper critical values of Student's t distribution with degrees of 
freedom  
           Probability of exceeding the critical value 
 
           0.10    0.05   0.025    0.01   0.005   0.001 
 
 
  1.       3.078   6.314  12.706  31.821  63.657 318.313 
  2.       1.886   2.920   4.303   6.965   9.925  22.327 
  3.       1.638   2.353   3.182   4.541   5.841  10.215 
  4.       1.533   2.132   2.776   3.747   4.604   7.173 
  5.       1.476   2.015   2.571   3.365   4.032   5.893 
  6.       1.440   1.943   2.447   3.143   3.707   5.208 
  7.       1.415   1.895   2.365   2.998   3.499   4.782 
  8.       1.397   1.860   2.306   2.896   3.355   4.499 
  9.       1.383   1.833   2.262   2.821   3.250   4.296 
 10.       1.372   1.812   2.228   2.764   3.169   4.143 
 11.       1.363   1.796   2.201   2.718   3.106   4.024 
 12.       1.356   1.782   2.179   2.681   3.055   3.929 
 13.       1.350   1.771   2.160   2.650   3.012   3.852 
 14.       1.345   1.761   2.145   2.624   2.977   3.787 
 15.       1.341   1.753   2.131   2.602   2.947   3.733 
 16.       1.337   1.746   2.120   2.583   2.921   3.686 
 17.       1.333   1.740   2.110   2.567   2.898   3.646 
 18.       1.330   1.734   2.101   2.552   2.878   3.610 
 19.       1.328   1.729   2.093   2.539   2.861   3.579 
 20.       1.325   1.725   2.086   2.528   2.845   3.552 
 21.       1.323   1.721   2.080   2.518   2.831   3.527 
 22.       1.321   1.717   2.074   2.508   2.819   3.505 
 23.       1.319   1.714   2.069   2.500   2.807   3.485 
 24.       1.318   1.711   2.064   2.492   2.797   3.467 
 25.       1.316   1.708   2.060   2.485   2.787   3.450 
 26.       1.315   1.706   2.056   2.479   2.779   3.435 
 27.       1.314   1.703   2.052   2.473   2.771   3.421 
 28.       1.313   1.701   2.048   2.467   2.763   3.408 
 29.       1.311   1.699   2.045   2.462   2.756   3.396 
 30.       1.310   1.697   2.042   2.457   2.750   3.385 
 31.       1.309   1.696   2.040   2.453   2.744   3.375 
 32.       1.309   1.694   2.037   2.449   2.738   3.365 
 33.       1.308   1.692   2.035   2.445   2.733   3.356 
 34.       1.307   1.691   2.032   2.441   2.728   3.348 
 35.       1.306   1.690   2.030   2.438   2.724   3.340 
 36.       1.306   1.688   2.028   2.434   2.719   3.333 
 37.       1.305   1.687   2.026   2.431   2.715   3.326 
 38.       1.304   1.686   2.024   2.429   2.712   3.319 
 39.       1.304   1.685   2.023   2.426   2.708   3.313 
 40.       1.303   1.684   2.021   2.423   2.704   3.307 
 41.       1.303   1.683   2.020   2.421   2.701   3.301 
 42.       1.302   1.682   2.018   2.418   2.698   3.296 
 43.       1.302   1.681   2.017   2.416   2.695   3.291 
 44.       1.301   1.680   2.015   2.414   2.692   3.286 
 45.       1.301   1.679   2.014   2.412   2.690   3.281 
 46.       1.300   1.679   2.013   2.410   2.687   3.277 
 47.       1.300   1.678   2.012   2.408   2.685   3.273 
 48.       1.299   1.677   2.011   2.407   2.682   3.269 
 49.       1.299   1.677   2.010   2.405   2.680   3.265 
 50.       1.299   1.676   2.009   2.403   2.678   3.261 
         0.10    0.05   0.025    0.01   0.005   0.001 
 
 51.       1.298   1.675   2.008   2.402   2.676   3.258 
 52.       1.298   1.675   2.007   2.400   2.674   3.255 
 53.       1.298   1.674   2.006   2.399   2.672   3.251 
 54.       1.297   1.674   2.005   2.397   2.670   3.248 
 55.       1.297   1.673   2.004   2.396   2.668   3.245 
 56.       1.297   1.673   2.003   2.395   2.667   3.242 
 57.       1.297   1.672   2.002   2.394   2.665   3.239 
 58.       1.296   1.672   2.002   2.392   2.663   3.237 
 59.       1.296   1.671   2.001   2.391   2.662   3.234 
 60.       1.296   1.671   2.000   2.390   2.660   3.232 
 61.       1.296   1.670   2.000   2.389   2.659   3.229 
 62.       1.295   1.670   1.999   2.388   2.657   3.227 
 63.       1.295   1.669   1.998   2.387   2.656   3.225 
 64.       1.295   1.669   1.998   2.386   2.655   3.223 
 65.       1.295   1.669   1.997   2.385   2.654   3.220 
 66.       1.295   1.668   1.997   2.384   2.652   3.218 
 67.       1.294   1.668   1.996   2.383   2.651   3.216 
 68.       1.294   1.668   1.995   2.382   2.650   3.214 
 69.       1.294   1.667   1.995   2.382   2.649   3.213 
 70.       1.294   1.667   1.994   2.381   2.648   3.211 
 71.       1.294   1.667   1.994   2.380   2.647   3.209 
 72.       1.293   1.666   1.993   2.379   2.646   3.207 
 73.       1.293   1.666   1.993   2.379   2.645   3.206 
 74.       1.293   1.666   1.993   2.378   2.644   3.204 
 75.       1.293   1.665   1.992   2.377   2.643   3.202 
 76.       1.293   1.665   1.992   2.376   2.642   3.201 
 77.       1.293   1.665   1.991   2.376   2.641   3.199 
 78.       1.292   1.665   1.991   2.375   2.640   3.198 
 79.       1.292   1.664   1.990   2.374   2.640   3.197 
 80.       1.292   1.664   1.990   2.374   2.639   3.195 
 81.       1.292   1.664   1.990   2.373   2.638   3.194 
 82.       1.292   1.664   1.989   2.373   2.637   3.193 
 83.       1.292   1.663   1.989   2.372   2.636   3.191 
 84.       1.292   1.663   1.989   2.372   2.636   3.190 
 85.       1.292   1.663   1.988   2.371   2.635   3.189 
 86.       1.291   1.663   1.988   2.370   2.634   3.188 
 87.       1.291   1.663   1.988   2.370   2.634   3.187 
 88.       1.291   1.662   1.987   2.369   2.633   3.185 
 89.       1.291   1.662   1.987   2.369   2.632   3.184 
 90.       1.291   1.662   1.987   2.368   2.632   3.183 
 91.       1.291   1.662   1.986   2.368   2.631   3.182 
 92.       1.291   1.662   1.986   2.368   2.630   3.181 
 93.       1.291   1.661   1.986   2.367   2.630   3.180 
 94.       1.291   1.661   1.986   2.367   2.629   3.179 
 95.       1.291   1.661   1.985   2.366   2.629   3.178 
 96.       1.290   1.661   1.985   2.366   2.628   3.177 
 97.       1.290   1.661   1.985   2.365   2.627   3.176 
 98.       1.290   1.661   1.984   2.365   2.627   3.175 
 99.       1.290   1.660   1.984   2.365   2.626   3.175 
100.       1.290   1.660   1.984   2.364   2.626   3.174 
         1.282   1.645   1.960   2.326   2.576   3.090 
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